It was a delight to review this small, efficiently written book. The primary purpose of this book is to help guide those that are inexperienced in medical journalism and to assist them in the process of writing and understanding medically oriented papers.
Wilfred Peh is Professor of Radiology at the National University of Singapore and was previously the Editor-in-Chief of the Singapore Medical Journal as well as founding editor of the Hong Kong Journal of Radiology. His coauthor Kwan Hoong Ng is Professor of Medical Physics at the University of Malaya. Both authors have very extensive experience in publishing and have served on editorial and advisory boards of some 20 journals between the two of them. Although medical trainees often wish to publish (and junior faculty are often expected to do so), dedicated training during residency in how to publish in the medical literature is often unavailable or inadequate. Potential authors and researchers are therefore heavily dependent on guidance from mentors, which, of course, is indispensable, but having a readily accessible textbook to provide further guidance would certainly be a huge asset. I believe this book represents exactly that.
This volume of 206 pages, divided into 31 chapters, is written in a straightforward, easy-to-read style. The book is broken into short chapters that analyze the individual portions of papers (eg, Abstract and Key Words, Introduction, Materials and Methods), as well as additional chapters dealing with specific paper types (eg, case reports, technical notes, review articles). This book deals with not only the mechanics of writing articles, but also such practical issues as how to deal with revisions demanded by reviewers and final proofs from publishers. Of note, chapters on bibliographic databases, conflict of interest, and publication ethics are included, as would be proper in such textbook.
Each chapter has an introductory segment outlining the importance and relevance of the topic to be discussed, followed by specific details on how to handle the issues germane to the issue. Each chapter ends with a summary of crucial take-home points that are particularly useful.
For those that are very inexperienced, the book should be read from cover to cover, which in view of its short length and easy reading style would certainly not be an onerous undertaking. It can also be used as a reference book for those looking for specific information about one aspect or another having to do with medical writing.
A comprehensive yet succinct and clear textbook such as this will unquestionably prove to be an invaluable resource to those seeking to publish in the medical literature, review manuscripts, or simply better understand the literature that they read. Even experienced academics will find many pearls of wisdom, so this book is not simply for residents and junior staff.
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